Broader implications: sociology/social psychology
What opinions are influential?
! proxy question: which Amazon reviews are rated helpful?
[Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, Kossinets, Kleinberg, and Lee ’09]
Prior work has focused on features of the text of the reviews, and
has not been in the context of sociological inquiry. [Kim et al. ’06,
Zhang and Varadarajan ’06, Ghose and Ipeirotis ’07, Jindal and B.
Liu ’07, J. Liu et al ’07, Otterbacher ’09 (who also considers some
metadata features)].
Our focus: how about non-textual features (social aspects, biases)?
Our corpus: millions of Amazon book reviews.
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Our focus: What about the review’s star rating in relationship to
others?
Theories from social psychology:
I

conform (to the average rating) [Bond and Smith ’96]

I

“brilliant but cruel” [Amabile ’83]
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Best to conform...?

New observation: e↵ect of variance
As variance among reviews increases, be slightly above the mean
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... except in Japan, where it’s best to be slightly below.

Example:
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Are the social e↵ects just textual correlates?
We would like to control for the actual quality of a review’s
text. (Maybe NJ people really do write better reviews?)
How should we determine the ”real” helpfulness, in order to
control for it?
I

manual annotation? Tedious, subjective.

I

automatic classification? Need extremely high accuracy
guarantees.
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It turns out that 1% of Amazon reviews are plagiarized! (see also
David and Pinch [’06]).
Our social-e↵ects findings regarding position relative to the mean
hold on plagiarized pairs, which by definition have the same textual
quality.
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14 of 14 people found the following review helpful:
Songs in the CD were very difficult to understand,
October 14, 2006
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The songs contained herein are renditions of popular Chinese folk songs.
WARNING: Most of the words sung throughout are inaudible. While the
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Indeed, most of the songs contain blood-curdling vocals accompanied by low
fidelity musical arrangements making listening to the songs almost unbearable.
(My students asked me to turn it off after one song). Overall, the musical and
vocal quality is definitely poor and grating at best. I will bet an entire year's
paycheck that my dog can howl better than the vocals on this tape. Do yourself a
favor: try something, anything else other than this series to learn a foreign
language. "*"
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Need Help?
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This review is from: Sing 'n Learn Chinese: Introduce Chinese with Favorite Children's Songs =
Chang Ko Hsueh Chung Wen (Audio Cassette)

http://www.amazon.com/review/product/1888194189/ref=dp_top_cm_cr_acr_txt?%5Fencoding=UTF8&showViewpoints=1
I bought this tape expecting that there would be children singing these songs (I

don't know what prompted me to think that); instead it's an adult woman with a
rather high voice. My 3 year old son has only listened to the tape once because I
found the music and singing a little grating the first time we heard it. Also, I
think that the songs are sung a little too fast for beginners, even though I am a
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Read the book

Even more information about applications, research directions,
connections to other fields, and snazzy examples is available:
Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis
Bo Pang and Lillian Lee
www.cs.cornell.edu/home/llee/opinion-mining-sentiment-analysis-survey.html

Now Publishers (also Foundations and Trends in Information
Retrieval 2(1-2), 2008

135 pp, 330+ references, full pdf posted and freely available online

Our revels now are ended
We have seen that sentiment analysis...
...has many important applications
...encompasses many interesting research questions
...extends to many areas
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This is such stu↵ as dreams are made on!

